
Proposed Agenda for Peterborough Community Task Force
meeting Wednesday, October 6, 4:00 pm

Abbot Board Room, Peterborough Town Library

1. Very brief introductions of each other, since Bill wasn’t present at our last
meeting.

2. Very brief discussion of the possibility of routinely making future Task Force
meetings available to outside observers using Zoom (since the Abbot Board Room
is admirably equipped for this purpose).

3. Brief summary of the recent (September 29) Zoom meeting among Nicole
Macstay, Bill Kennedy, Dori Drachman, Bob Haring-Smith and me, regarding the
roles of the Task Force and the PREP Team.

4. Brief discussion on the motion I shall propose, after it’s seconded. The motion:
Let’s move forward at this time with a recommendation (accompanied by
appropriate documentation identifying pros and cons) to the Select Board,
that Community Power would benefit Peterborough.

5. Vote on the motion.

6. If the motion is not approved, determine why it was not approved.

7. If the motion was not approved because we feel we need more information
before making a recommendation, then we should determine what information is
still needed and how we will acquire it.

8. If the motion was not approved because we feel that our Task Force should
recommend against a Community Power Plan for Peterborough, then we should
determine the reasons for opposing Community Power.

9. If the motion was approved, then we should discuss the wording of our
recommendation to the Select Board, and we should discuss the contents of the



accompanying documentation.
10. If we cannot finalize the documentation prior to closing our meeting at 5:00
pm, we need to make a plan for completing the documentation at home, with e mail
and possibly telephone conversations with each other. NH’s public meeting  rules
state that such communication among ourselves is OK, so long as a quorum  (four)
of us cannot converse with each other contemporaneously (the e-mail format
probably rules out that possibility) and no decisions are made. Our goal would be
to prepare a final document in time for a vote of approval at our next meeting,
Wednesday, October 20, 4:00 pm. That schedule would allow us to present our
recommendation and documentation to the Select Board at its following meeting
(Tuesday, November 2).


